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I want to thank all the members who came out and helped out on our
recent “work day”. There were too many to keep track of. You know who
you are. With so much help we got all the rugs swept and blown off, plus
we trimmed off loose edges and laid new carpeting. The field looks so much
better now I can hardly recognize it. It’s nice having a clean area in the pits
even if we’re surrounded by dirt elsewhere. With the soft runway condition
we’ve been suffering, the pits are a real refuge. I think it was well worth the
effort. I received similar comments from others.
We’ve also greased the bearings on the roll and have been rolling the
field to take out the ruts. Other than doing rain dances it is the one thing we
can do. Actually we could call on a water truck. I wonder if there is enough
support for this as it would cost about $100 per truck load. We’re long
overdue for rain so larger wheels and waiting may be the thing to do. If
enough members request watering of the field we will consider it more
seriously.
We also now have a new weathervane attached to the pergola to help
stake our claim. Sorry no telemetry yet.
I’m getting to be known as the foam guy. Some of you may be getting
tired of my building presentations by now. If you are, then please think about
bringing us some show and tell material!
Speaking of building and bigger wheels…I just discovered a way to make
ultra light wheels any size you like. You may not believe it but this is yet
another job for a hot wire and some foam! I had a large sheet of EPP foam
laying around and thought to give it a try. It’s a lot easier and effective than
I would have thought. After hot wire cutting the foam disc I glued a smaller
plywood disc to each side. The new wheels are larger diameter and about
half the weight. And they work!
Continued on page 5

NEXT MEETING will be Tuesday February 4th.
Meetings start at 7:00 PM in room 101, Building 21 (Robertson Aviation Safety Center)
On the Embry-Riddle campus, 3700 Willow Creek Road.
Visitors are welcome! See you there!

FLITE LINES
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From the NEW Safety Officer

Rudy Arp
Most of you know that our club Casa De Aero
has made arrangements for us to fly indoors in
the Prescott High School gym. This has been
scheduled on selected Sundays at 3 PM and after
flying, some of us go to Park Plaza Liquors for
an early dinner. The board has decided to extend
the indoor flying arrangements through March of
2015. For safety, the board has ruled that anyone
in the flight line area needs to wear glasses. We
learned that not everyone needs glasses for
vision improvement and they didn’t have any.
Therefore, the club will loan plastic safety glasses
to anyone needing them in order to comply with
the requirement.
FAILSAFE PROGRAMMING:
Failsafe programming features of your
receiver vary according to the receiver brand and
type you are using. Failsafe programming is often
skipped, which usually is ok. If you do skip the
process, you should do some basic testing of
what will happen if the radio signal connection is
lost between the transmitter and receiver. The
Failsafe programming is usually performed as an
addition to the binding process.
Test 1: Secure your plane to the stand in case
full throttle is applied. If you are at the field, ask
someone to help. Turn on the transmitter and
then receiver. Test aircraft rudder, elevator and
ailerons, then low throttle. Return throttle to off
position, then turn off the transmitter. Note what
happens. Then turn the transmitter on and see
how long it takes to gain full control of the aircraft.
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Test 2: Follow the steps in test one up to
turning off the transmitter. While the transmitter is
on, apply low throttle and some rudder. Then turn
off the transmitter. Note what happens. Does the
aircraft return to the test 1 setup conditions or
does the throttle remain on low with some rudder
applied?
If test 1 results in full throttle when the
transmitter is turned off, re-bind the receiver from
the beginning with the throttle stick in the off
position. If test 2 results in low throttle and some
rudder, it means that your aircraft will remain in
the settings last received when the signal is lost.
This could be full throttle, flying away.
At a minimum, it is important to know how your
aircraft will behave when the radio signal is lost.
If you want to program another Failsafe setting, it
is important to understand the tradeoffs between
selecting the different options. Further discussion
on programming Failsafe will be addressed in
future columns.

Rudy

Casa de Aero
General Membership Meeting
January 7, 2014
Members Present: Rudy Arp, Tom Alt, Gary
Brown, John Conrad, Rob Crone, David
Domzalski, Jim Eaves, Kent Ewart, Walter
Findlay, Tom Gatchell, Peter Genereaux, Val
Goff, John Gorczyca, Bob Herod, Vince Herod,
Matt Hinshaw, Bill King, Ken Kelly, Gary
MacCauley, Jim McDonald, Dave Marston,
Nolan Parmer, Galen Richmond, Jim
Richmond, Dan Thurber, and Scott Wemple.
President David Domzalski called the meeting
to order at 7 p.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance by
the club members.
Dave D. had sent out questionnaires by email,
and had additional copies available for meeting
attendees. He is soliciting input on ideas for future
meetings, and will review the questionnaires over
the next few weeks.
New member Scott Wemple was introduced.
Scott has over 22,000 hours of full-scale piloting
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both commercial and as an instructor. He is just
starting RC.
Thanks go again to Gary Swigart and Walt
Wilken for their work in keeping the field in excellent
condition.
All the plastic poles on the flight stands have
now been replaced with galvanized steel – they
should last longer. Some of the carpet on and
around the stands has been replaced, and more
material is on hand, but we could use more.
Vice Presidents Report (Peter Genereaux):
The annual Sweethearts Dinner will be held on
Wednesday, February 12 at the Lone Spur Café.
The format will be the same as before with open
menu and cash bar. Members, sweethearts, and
friends are welcome. Peter needs a count by the
next meeting (February 4).
The Boat Float/Picnic this year will be held on
Saturday, September 27.
The ramada at
Goldwater Lake has been reserved.
Safety Report (Rudy Arp): Good to report no
serious incidents over the past month. Let him
know if you have any issues.
Flight Instruction (John Conrad): Only one
active trainee at this time – Gary Brown. He is
having some transmitter issues that are being
resolved.
Treasurer’s Report (Dave Marston): A
spreadsheet with our current expenses and
revenues was passed around and briefly
discussed. We have $3665 in our checking account.
Secretary’s Report: Gene was absent from
the meeting.
President’s Report and New Business (Dave
Domzalski): Our next Come Fly with Us event is
set for this Saturday, January 11 from 8 to 10 am.
Volunteers are needed to help especially those who
can provide training aircraft with buddy boxes.
The previous indoor flying events have gone
very well. Our next session is set for this coming
Sunday, January 9 from 3 to 4:30 pm at the
Prescott High School gymnasium. Guests are
welcome, but must have AMA membership to fly.
We will adjourn to Park Plaza Deli afterward for
pizza and beverages. Big thanks go out to Max
and Cinnimon Bandy, Jack Hardy, Kent Ewart,
Dave Domzalski, Vince Herod, Park Plaza Liquor
and Deli, and an anonymous donor for sponsoring
these sessions.
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There is starting to be an accumulation of
debris at the field as the result of our fix-up
projects. Need to look at getting a couple of loads
taken to the dump.
There was an excellent article in the Daily
Courier about our indoor flying, with good mention
of the club and our activities. Great publicity.
Show and Tell:
Several members mentioned that they had
been good the past year, and were rewarded with
new planes. Peter brought in his gyro copter, and
Dave D. commented that it is pretty scale both in
appearance and operation.
As promised, Dave D. did a demonstration of
his hot wire technique for constructing foam
planes. He uses a home-made rig of NiChrome
wire tensioned within a wooden frame using a light
spring, and heats the wire using a variac. The
foam used was 1” thick extruded polystyrene (pink)
that he buys in 4’ x 8’ sheets at Home Depot. With
an objective of overall light weight, the foam is
shaped and carved out to provide a minimum of
material, but is quite rugged when reinforced with
a few carbon fiber rods. The real key is in the prep
where poster board templates are created from
the design, and attached to the foam sections. In
a fairly short time (after lots of practice), Dave was
able to form all the main component pieces to be
assembled and lightly sanded to build a copy of
his D²B² 3D plane.
Respectfully submitted by
Dave Marston (for Gene Tomek).

Jack with ERAU students.
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HOLD THE DATE!!
Casa De Aero annual Sweetheart Dinner.
Bring your Partner and Guests. Wednesday, February 12, 2014.
Place: Lone Spur Cafe, Time: 5:00 P.M.
Order off the menu, Open bar.

Some of the fun from last year!

FLITE LINES
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The next “Come Fly With Us” will be February
8th from 8-10:00am. weather permitting please
bring a trainer, Volunteer instructor pilots are
always greatly appreciated.
The next indoor flying event at the Prescott
dome gym is February 16th from 3-4:30pm. We
have an anonymous sponsor already so entry is
free. Don’t be surprised if you see some of us
clowning around with “airplane bowling”. We will
try setting up a pyramid of foam cups to knock over
with our planes. Participation is strictly voluntary.
Tom Ault has been supplying us with coffee at
all our events for the last ten years. Lets all give
him a hand of gratitude for his service! He's
decided it is time we find a replacement. This is a
most important function and tradition we must
continue. If someone would like to volunteer
please see me at the next general meeting.
Work is under way for night flying. We currently
have approval from ERAU security, and the airport
control tower. Arlo Chan has tentatively approved
it and is working to make it official. As part of that
we worked together to draw up rules. Thanks Arlo!

Casa de Aero Night Flying Rules
In addition to all Casa de Aero flying rules, regulations
and “fly zone”:
1. Night flying is permitted until ninety (90) minutes
past dusk.
2. All aircraft must employ quiet electric propulsion.
3. Per the AMA Safety Code: RC night flying
requires a lighting system providing the pilot with a clear
view of the aircraft’s attitude and orientation at all times.
Hand held illumination systems are inadequate for night
flying operations.
4. The Prescott Municipal Airport control tower shall
be notified in advance of each event. Contact the tower
at (928) 778-9691.
5. Night flying shall occur on scheduled dates only.
For any issues onsite, call the Embry-Riddle Safety
Dept. at (928) 777-3333.
So you might start thinking about outfitting one of
your planes with lights or buy a new one with lights.
Talk to me about options if you’re considering this.

Dave’s auto gyro.

That’s it for this month…don’t forget your rain dances!
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A landing!

Walt’s Stick.

Stars & Stripes on approach.

Cole’s Tri-Copter.

“Regular member” Tom’s Stearman.
Jim & his new
Mosquito

ERAU students.
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Rich’s Quad-Copter.

Gary Swigart’s Corsair.
Rudy’s Beast.

Ted’s Ultra-Hots.

Kent’s Superstar.

Concentration!!

Matt’s MXS.

Looks pretty
safe to me.
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See what they have: http://www.jarzofclay.com/
(928) 717-2182

For more information click this link.
http://www.thelonespur.com
(928) 445-8202

Hats
&
Shirts
If you are interested in a club
logo Hat or Shirt, click on this link.
http://casadeaero.anythingonshirts.com/

Visit us at:

www.PrescottAZ4U.com
National Realty Of Prescott
222 West Gurley St.
Prescott, Arizona 85301

Team Excellence
Margarett Gatchell, Assoc. Broker
(928) 899-2831
Shirley Masser, Realtor
(928) 899-7501
Email: margarette@prescottaz4u.com

The owners and operators of the local hobby shop put in long hours and make a large
investment in inventory so that you can have the items you need to enjoy this great hobby.
Their margins are slim when they have to compete with mail order houses.
Their existence literally depends on us. If you want to keep the convenience of
instant supply of that needed item, patronize the store below.

VALLEY HOBBY SHOP
RC CENTER
7680 East HWY 69
Prescott Valley AZ 86314
Open Monday thru Friday 9:30 AM to 7 PM
Saturday 9:30 to 6 PM
Sunday Noon to 5 PM
Ask for that special item
(928)-775-4071
http://valleyhobbyshop.com
Put your advertisement in the FLITE LINES. It’s free if you’re a member, almost free if you’re not.
Contact, Gary MacCauley with your copy, hand written, emailed, typed, or on disk.
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